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 Chapter 2 The 4- Stage Model of Socratic Dialogue
Therapists ask so many questions, clients feel bombarded 60
Therapist asks good questions but does not know how to apply 

information to issues 70
Clients looks to therapist for answers; therapist works harder and harder 

with little progress 76
Client asks for suggestions and replies to therapist’s ideas with “Yes, but . . . ” 76
Socratic dialogue does not help because it does not address central or 

maintaining beliefs/ behaviors 89

 Chapter 3 Guided Discovery for Depression and Suicide
Client is pessimistic and wants proof therapy will work 102
Client is too agitated to focus well 109
Clients display low energy; therapists skip steps and so dose of treatment 

is not helpful 114
Therapists become hopeless in the face of client hopelessness 128

 Chapter 4 Guided Discovery with Anxiety
Client has high tolerance of uncertainty and the therapist offers reassurance 150

Example 1: Something terrible might happen 151
Example 2: What if? Needing to be sure 156
Example 3: Endless worry 159

Client has high perceived need for self- protection and seeks lots of advice 
and therapist gives it 164
Example 4: Taking a risk 165
Example 5: Four aspects of homework 167

Client is overly rigid; therapist inadvertently colludes by constructing 
tasks designed to be in control rather than helping client tolerate more 
flexibility 176
Example 6: Letting go of control 176

Therapist colludes with client avoidance for fear of being unkind 179
Therapist colludes with client avoidance due to fears the client’s 

vulnerability might be real 181

 Chapter 5 Imagery: The Language of Emotion
Client denies having images and the therapist does not enquire further 201
Therapist is anxious or uncertain how to work with imagery and so asks 

about images very lightly or refrains from asking at all 201
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The client reports an image that evokes a variety of meanings and 
associations in the therapist’s mind; these intrude on the therapist’s 
processing of client reactions 214

Imagery evokes strong reactions and the client and/ or therapist feel 
overwhelmed with emotion 215

The client reports several images and the therapist is not sure how to 
know which of the images are important to explore 218

The imagery involves smells, kinesthetic sensations, or other nonverbal 
content and the therapist is uncertain how to proceed 219

The therapist is pretty certain the imagery described did not really occur 
and yet the client has strong emotional reactions to it and cannot 
easily dismiss the image out of mind 225

 Chapter 6 Inflexible Beliefs
Therapist continues therapy without a sound working alliance 251
Therapist doesn’t grasp the reasons for the client’s belief(s) or misses 

difficult- to- access beliefs, and persists in ineffectual therapy 264
Therapist and client go over the same issues, session after session, in 

repetitive ways 270
Therapist becomes hopeless 274
Client inflexible beliefs trigger therapist (unhelpful) inflexible beliefs 286

 Chapter 7 Impulsive and Compulsive Behaviors
Not understanding the personal meaning of problem behaviors 292
Not appreciating the level of risk of serious harm to your client or to others 303
Underestimating the risk of relapse 305
Not appreciating your client’s fluctuating motivation and so neglecting to 

work on it 314
Overlooking the bigger picture: The wider world of your client 324
The negative consequences of change 328

 Chapter 8 Guided Discovery with Adversity
Clients find it hard to accept that the cognitive model is relevant to 

their situation, especially the assumption that our thinking affects 
the degree of distress we experience. To them, the cognitive model 
appears to invalidate the seriousness of the problems they face 341

The client believes that either things have to be as they were or it’s not 
worth it 349

The therapist experiences a strong emotional reaction and is 
overwhelmed by their empathic reaction to the client 353

The therapist overemphasizes the “rational” aspects of cognitive   
therapy 354

The constraints of the adverse situation limit the opportunities for 
problem-focused and life-focused coping 360
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A long history of adversity wears the client down and makes it hard for 
them to draw on constructive beliefs and experiences or to identify 
alternative possibilities 366

 Chapter 9 Chasing Janus: Socratic Dialogue with Children  
and Adolescents
Child/ Adolescent sees Socratic Dialogue as interrogation and/ or  

attempts at control/ coercion 374
Socratic Dialogue resembles an intellectual colloquy rather than an 

emotionally meaningful task 382
Children’s tolerance for ambiguity, abstraction, and frustration is low  

and therapists struggle to handle this 394

 Chapter 10 Socratic Dialogue in Group Therapy
A group member strongly expresses emotional needs, exhibits intense 

reactivity, or otherwise dominates group therapy time in a way that 
interferes with the group 427

There are large discrepancies among members in readiness or ability to 
engage in the therapy process: differing levels of motivation, homework 
adherence, participation, comprehension, or skill acquisition 431

Interactions among members become harsh, hostile, or result in 
conflicts that are potentially damaging and could lead to emotional 
withdrawal, clinical crises, or dropout. The therapist tries to control or 
cover over the conflict rather than using it as a learning opportunity 436

The therapist dominates the group through didactic presentations rather 
than actively engaging the participants 442

The therapist elicits group participation but then takes a laissez-faire 
approach in which they rely excessively or indiscriminately on 
participant interactions, providing too little guidance in the unfolding 
group dialogue 443

 Chapter 11 Supervision and Therapist Beliefs
Education trap. Taking the expert position and instructing supervisees 

too much of the time: failing to get the balance right and thus failing to 
enhance learning 453

Neglecting therapist and supervisor assumptions 456
Losing sight of the bigger picture. Not thinking beyond the therapist  

and client 467
Neglecting the supervisory relationship. Failing to be sensitive to, 

respectful of, and consistently mindful of the need to maintain the 
working alliance between supervisor and supervisee 471


